
 

 

DRAFT PROPOSAL- bullet points for discussion and further development 

PALESTINIAN VOTING IN JERUSALEM AS DEMOCRATIC 

EMPOWERMENT 

 

Background: 

1. If Palestinians in East Jerusalem are asked if their personal and family conditions have 

improved in the last decade, the unanimous answer is to the opposite that the situation has 

deteriorated manyfold, including among other human rights violations: denial of family 

reunification; discrimination in the educational system and in infrastructural 

development; a policy of house demolition destroying entire families and threatening 

many others; the Separation Wall, making the freedom of movement a nightmare in and 

out of the city when going to work, school, etc. exaggerated fines and evictions.  

 

2. This continous deterioration of individual rights will make even more difficult to 

implementation of the collective right to have East Jerusalem as the capital of the  future 

Palestinian state. Trying to oppose such policies in individual cases in courts of justice, 

standing before bulldozers and playing hide and seek with the municipal inspectors, 

trying to use connections (wasta, protektzia) is like taking aspirin tablets  to fight against 

a cancer that threatens increasingly to ruin the lives of Arab city dwellers. policy of “do 

nothing, immobilization and electoral boycotts is not maximizing the premise of “no 

taxation without representation”. 

 

Empowerment Strategies 

3. Maximizing voting rights for the Jerusalem Palestinians can be done through: 

a) Massive participation in the voting for Palestinian elections, including in the 

democratic pre-selection of candidates (at the moment often imposed from above) and 

systematically curtailed by the Israeli authorities.. 

b) Maximizing participation in the current Jerusalem municipal elections. 

c) Encouraging democratic elections in the neighborhoods that compose nowadays the 

city of Jerusalem (such as Issawyeh), to form a coalition rather than a fragmented 

leadership. 

d) Encouraging Jerusalem Palestinians to form an alternative municipal power, by 

registering as members and voting for representatives and then asking for international 

and Israeli civil society recognition as their legitimate local leadership 

. 

4. Option a) as been thoroughly study by Ir Amim and the  Palestinian Democratic……. 

Option c) has been developed already by Rami Nasralah  of  IPCC  Jerusalem and option 

d) has been discussed by Riad Malki of Panorama, Ramallah. It is hoped that parallel 

studies should provide meaningful answers to the current suffering of the Palestinians in 

Jerusalem, and several sources of funding should be addressed with projects to cover the 

different alternatives. This proposal is set to prepare a feasibility study for option b) and 

at this stage is being discussed at the Board of the Center for Research and Cooperation 

with other Palestinian colleagues and Israeli Jewish municipal council members.    

 

 

Maximizing participation in the current Jerusalem municipal elections. 



 

 

5. In the past, Palestinians in East Jerusalem (about 1/3 of the total population, the 

remaining 2/3 split between orthodox and non-orthodox religious Jews) have traditionally 

boycotted by large the municipal elections, voting ranging from up to 19% in when 

Mayor Teddy Kolek was running the city, down to less than 5,000 votes in the last 

election. Even when en Arab list was running, support to its leader did hardly reached 

three thousand votes. Avoidance of exercising a basic right may have been counter 

productive, and assessing the cost and benefit not only for individual Arab Jerusalimites 

but for the community as a whole needs to be reassessed creatively. 

  

6. If massive Arab voting is to take place in the forthcoming 2008, the representation in 

the city council could make ½ of its members (Moshe Amirav, “Jerusalem in Danger”, 

Ha’aretz, December 19, 2005). Furthermore, according to the demographic projection of 

the city population in 10-15 years, the Arab population of Jerusalem is going to grow to 

40-45%. (“As Berlin was unified, Jerusalem can be divided, Ha’aretz, December 15, 

2005).  

 

7. The current policy of boycotting the elections did not provide tangible benefits for the 

Palestinians in Jerusalem, and this may be a good time to undertake a feasibility study 

about how best to benefit from a shift into using their basic right to elect and be elected. 

In this case, we can predict “no house demolition without representation” “family re-

unification with representation”, and we can even see how working from within the 

system can expedite the decision to split the city into two capitals for the two nations.  

 

Obstacles 

8. The obstacles need to be studied and addressed, among them: 

a) The fear of the PLO that participating in the Israeli municipal elections can legitimize 

the annexation of Jerusalem. The fact that Palestinians are not citizens of the state of 

Israel but just residents of the city, running for elections with the exact wording of the 

PLO platform on Jerusalem, contesting in the city council any decision that could de 

facto and de jure lead to further annexation, the possibility to undo any steps that could 

point in the direction of annexation, contest the legitimacy of the occupation, and many 

other strategies can be discern to remove such obstacle. 

b) Fear of individual Palestinians to run for office, often threatened physically in person. 

Building consensus on the issue of political participation as a liberating strategy may 

address such concern and ostricize those who would still use intimidation as a tool for 

imposing minority views. 

c) The fear of many Palestinians to be punished by the Palestinian National Authority 

(PNA)  and some of its components for challenging the obstinate stand of boycotting 

elections. As Palestinian elections do not maximize, so far, legitimate representation of 

Arab Jerusalemites in the Palestinian Legislative Council, and as new leadership is 

replacing the first generation of PLO leaders, it may worth re-considering the possibility 

of a pragmatic and realistic dialogue.  

d) The fear of many Palestinians to loss the little extra-benefits that they enjoy from the 

Israeli social services, and even their residence in Jerusalem, if to embark in oppositional 

activities to the Jewish authorities. Many Israeli defenders of universal rights, and civil 

society organizations can be mobilized to prevent any abuse of authority against those 



 

 

Palestinians who want to exercise the legitimate right to elect and be elected. 

e) Since the premature death of Faysal Husseini, there has not been a distinct leadership 

for the Palestinians in East Jerusalem capable to undertake such change of habit and 

policy. 

f) The fragmentation of the Arab residents of East Jerusalem, as a result of extended 

family (hamoula) competition, divided party loyalties, religious diversity and 

generational gaps makes it difficult to run in a united electoral front. 

   

Feasibility study 

9.The feasibility study to be undertaken for a duration of 12 months includes: 

a) a review of the past and current situation in term of the legal status of Palestinian 

residents of Jerusalem, and patterns of abstention/participation. 

b) Iinterviews with policy and public opinion makers in Jerusalem and the PNA 

c) Focus groups with professional groups, notable from hamoula-extended families, 

academics and intellectuals, youth, teachers, etc. 

d) public opinion poll to better understand the concerns and wishes of the potential Arab 

participants in a municipal election. 

e) Awareness workshops, to share the findings of the previous steps and  

 

Concluding remarks 

10. In short , legitimation of occupation does not need to occur when exercising the 

legitimate right to vote. If there is no resistence to pay taxes, then the alternative is to 

reduce the Israeli imposed policies and present and fight for an alternative that will lead 

to a separate but coordinated municipalities, Yerushalaim and Al Quds. The Clinton 

parameters are addressing the issue in clear terms Arab neighborhoods are to be part of 

Palestinian Jerusalem and Jewish neighborhoods to remain part of Israel. Struggling from 

within may be not less practical than fighting from without. The position of some Arab 

members of Knesset has been to persistently contest the status of Israel as a Jewish state, 

being a member of the Jerusalem city council does not require any of oath of allegiance 

to Israel, and does not preclude running for office with the wording of the PLO platform 

on Jerusalem. The issue of voting rights as an asset needs to be further explored, and 

above all to be able to gain the acceptance, and the unity in empowerment of the 

Palestinian constituency 

 

 

e-mail to Paul 

The voting power of Palestinians in Jerrusalem 

Boycott losing end 

Elections under protest, troztkyte, france burgeois state, bishara to the knesset, against 

tjewish nature of the state, Naturei karta, against Zionist state 

Municipal not equal to national elections, not asking for Israeli citizenship, they need the 

rights 

 

Intellectuals and Palestinian academics check feasibility in post-Arafat era 

Need for leadership in Jerusalem for Palestinians 

Meretz plus communists, one front 



 

 

History of voting in Jerusalem 

Creative thinking (like in Haram Al Sharif/Temple Mount0 

Palestinian party (with Beit Tsafafa) running on Jerusalem PLO platform 

Israeli/Palestinian party (including MERETZ and Communist 

Supporting Israeli parties Communist/MERETZ 

 

Uruguaym o news from Santiago not good news? Going there in april 

I was thinking about another approach throughU of  

md. Support a program for working on the HR educationof the military and low 

enforcement agencies, normally done in Latin America by the Pentagon, no training of 

US forces in the past, school of the Americas,IADcollege (I have written long ago a 

crticial paper on the educstion of the miltay in latin America 

 Experience, peru/Ecuador (plaques), put it into the Peruvian Constitution, el Salvador, 

Bolivia, lecture,  

Lots here Israel/Palestine  

(book for the ministry of defense0 

Perhaps a proram for work inLatin America, start with Uruguay. Oipen wound, no 

reconciliation process, no acknowledgment, no nunca mas, nothing.  I nthe switerland of 

Latin America, we caqn move from critical monitoring to onstructive remedial, the 

military is not opposed, the government is in favor, once more exemplary 


